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Instructional Practice in Fifth-Grade Math and Social Studies:

An Analysis of Teacher's OuidaS

Sheila S. Graybeal & Susan S. Stodolsky

UniverSity of Chicago

Abstract

Student texts and teacher's guides are familiar objects in American classrooris. These

curriculum materials have great potential for influencing the nature of instruction. Yet

systematic analyses of teacher's guides, in particular,, are rare.

Descriptive classroom studies suggest that American instruction is quite trWitional - in

grouping arrangements, instructional formats, student behaviors, and cognitive levels. More

instructional variety, though, has been observed in fifth-grade sccial studies than in math.

In this study, a popularity sample of fifth-grade teacher's guides - five in math and five in

social studies is examined for recommendations regarding the conduct of instruction. Content

analysis is used to cott various instructional features of suggested activities. Instructional

practice, as it emerges from the materials, is summarized and compared to the overall findings

of descriptive studies.

Although traiitional instructional patterns are common in the activities suggested in the

teacher's guides of both subjects, differences do occur - both between and within subject areas.

An active stated role seems to be encouraltd more in social studies than in math and more in

some social studies series than in others. Of note, too, is the substantial proportion ofmore

unusual activities which are suggested as optional. Clearly, the subject matter,, the particular

series, and the teacher's use of a particular series all can play a large part in influencing the

character of classroom instruction.
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Textbooks ure among tiis most commonly-usee student materials in American eletsrooms

(Oood led, 1984; McCutcheon & Burton, 1981). Student texts, and their accompanying toddler's

guicres, are widely-used teacher resources kir selecting stticknt activities andcontent (Clack &

`finger, 1979; IleCUtetiton, 1981). In short, these curricUlaM Materials have great potential

for influencing the nature of classroom instruction. Yet, the analysis of curriculum materials,

teacher's guides in particular, snems to be a relatively unexplorai field ofstudy.

Gur own interest in the study ofcurriculum materials grew out of the results of &seriptive

studies of clastreom instruction. Whether conducted at local levels (e.g. McCutchem & Burton,

1981; Stedolsky, 1983) or on a nationwide basis (e.g. Oeodied, 1984; Weiss, 1978), thew

studies have yielded fairly Consistent findings. American classrooms eppeer traditional in many

respects. The typicel graiping arrangement is whole-class; the most eatMon instructional

formats are recitation and seetwOrk; Widant behaviors are often limited to listening to

teacherS, reeding texts, and writing answers; and the cognitive levels of student activities are

relatively low.

How do curriculum matkriMs contHbute to this pattern of findingl? Are most of the

suggested activities in teacher's quiets consistent with traditional instructionel practice? The

current study examines in detail a sample of widely-used teacher guides. Our mejor intent is to

dezribe the picture of instruction that emerges from these materials arid tocompare it, at a

general level , with the classroom picture described above.

Stodolsky's findings, matting fifth-graie math and seciel shifts instruction, provided an

interesting focus for our study. Within an overall pattern of traditional classroom practice,

Stodolsky found striking subject matter variation (Stofolsky, 1983). In comparison with

math, social studies instruction was marked by e wider variety of instructional formats, student
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behaviors, materialt, end levels of cognitiveorocestet. Largely on the basis of such results, we

formulated a number of specific questions for an analysis of fifth-grads Math and social studies

tercher's guides:

1) Whet types of grouping arrengements tre suggested?

2) What kir& Of instructional formats are teptiphesized?

3) What kinds of Student behaviors we expected?

41) What levels of student cognitive processes are sought?

5) What types of materialS are recommended?

6) Do instructional recommendetions very between subjects?

Stodorsky's earlier work also suggested en eppropriate framework for Our current study -
namely, a "Cleisroom activity stiructure" fratieWerk. Accordingly, our analysis of teacher's

guides centers on the ictntIficttion of suggested actiV it les and the characterization of thtse

activities with reoerd toy& irkit instructional prcperties, such as grouPing arrangements and

formatt.

Mtgl

Teacher'S &fides. Ten fifth-grads level teacher's guides - five in math drol five in =it

studies - are eXeMined In our study ( see AppendiX A). These materials represent the five most

wicbly-used upper eleMentary series in &Eh subject areaduring the mid to late 70'S (the dates

Of the descriptive studies which prompted our investigation). The results of the 1977 Natienal

Science Foundation survey (Weiss, 1978) were used to identify this popularity sample. Copies

of the teacher's guides were obtained from various sources - libraries, used book companies,

and textbeek authors.



6rav4t4es. Eath teacher's Olds contains a term commen ary sectiOn Whioh gives specific

recommendations for conducling lets-Ohs throughout the school year. These leSsion commentaries

are the tart of our activity structureanalysis. Within etch teacher's Oct, two porlions of

the terriMentaries were selected for Analytit Each portion represents en InStrUttienal sequence

of apprOxiMetely two weeks' duration, at tWO rencitiMIY-chosen points in the sChObleelendar:

weeks 15=16 and weeks 25-26. The teacher's guitb pages, in each series, which correspOnd te

the two instructional sequences appear in Appendix A. These pages, Containing about ten percent

of the lessons in each teacher's guide, provided the sample of activities for our study.

rocs:lure

The mtivity it the basic unit of analysis in our Study. This unit is similar to StOdalsky's

"activity segment" (cf. Stodolsky. 1983). Briefly, an activity segment is a unique part of a

lessen, marked by a particular instructional format, participants, materiels, behavioral

expectations and goals, and space= time boundaries.

A two-step content analysis prozedure was used to identify, and record informetion on, the

activities in each portion of the lesson commenterieS. First, the commentary was segmented into

StigOatted activities. Then, the hiStructional features Of wen identified acti.iity were cottd,

using the Attivity Ccdirg Sheet (ACS) = en instrument developed specifically for nur study.

Grouping breangement, instructional forthet, etUdent behavior, expected cognitiVe level of

student activities, and use of materials were the major instructional features investigated.

The coding categories for the ACS variables were atpted frorri those used in StodalakY's

observational study of classrcOMS (Stbablsty. 1983). During the pileting of the ADS, ftding

detegiries were modified as nttattltY; The most frequent modification Was the addition of some

"catth=ell" categories. An instructiOnal fertiiat category called "global teacher acafernic

pretentaition," for example, was created tri fever lesson commentary entries which suggJst, no
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a single teacher-led format ( i.e. recitation; diScussion, lecture, or monstration), but more

than one of these formats. Such entries may be Very vague (eg "Review with the children any

tapicS fititi the chapter with which they may have had special diffiailty.") or highly-specified

(e.g. °Stud? carefully with the children the material In exercises I and 2; Exhibiton the

chalkboard the division 262-d1vittd by 6 end go through each of the stepS ..., giving the children

an opportunity to explain what is riapvening USe other examples to show how the inequalities

estii related to the division problem. Ask: Now many fiVes ere in 437? ... You may need to

cremonStrate other problems...Emphasize that the first estimete thotild be less than the

Our piloting of the ACS also suggested variables unique to an analysis of teacher's guides:

The major such variable is prty_eigljijk This variable typically is not relevant in en

obterVational classroom study - i.e. observers "timely" record the activities that take place.

In teacher's guides, however, activities can ircur at two levels of priority - "ccre" and

"optimal." Core attivities are suggested in the main body of lessons, while optional Fctivities

are typically denoted as "Followup Ile

Extension , or Mditional Activities."

lh eddition to characterizing activities on the Nitta ef lesson commentary entries, the ACS

was usad to rtcord information about the student text DOS Whith ateoMpanied some ectivitieS;

Such information included lehgth Of text passages, length of text eXercises, and ccgnitive levelt

of text questions.

Appendices B, C, and D present more detailed information about the ACS. The ACS itwlf is

reOroduced in Appendix B, while the ccdingcttegories for major variables are listed and defined

In Appendix C. Appendix D contains intra-rater end inter-rater reliability results; Complete

information on the ACS is available from the first author. c

ev I rA)
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Results,

A total of 905 activities 506 in Meth end 399 In social studies were identified in the

templed pages of the teecher's guides. Mo St of these activities (94% in each subject area) ere

entire=elass actiV; ties , which are likely to Involve the participation of all students in title-Se.

Subgroup ectiVititit-, thOse explicitly recommendeti fOr "Scithe" students, comprise the other 6%

of activities in each SUbjedt.

Findings for each Meier vailable will Ix presented In turn. Fiest; we will look at global

tiibject matter results - i.e. findingt Will be aggregated Ecrossser IeS In Math and In social

StUdies Then; differences among the Series within each subject area will be examined. Finally,

priority of ectiVities, es it relates to other major variables; will be discussed. Since reStilts

from the two instruttitinal Sequences (weeks 15=16 and Weeks 25-26) were very similar, ell

of the data presented here Will be Summed over time pointt;

$rOUtingAccancragni. The Vett Majority of entire-class eCtiVitiet in both subject areas

(96% in math and 94% in sccial studiet) appear likely to be conducted in a who1e-chi:1s

grouping arrangement, with the teacher actively oilding the ectivity or with students working

independently. In only abOtit 4% of the entire-class ectiVities for each subject Is it so:pasted

thtit students work in self=dititted peer work groups (PWO'S). SiMilarly, among subgroup

ectivities, most of the grouping arrangements involve either teacher=-=led work or ind3pandent

student work; Social studies subgroupS, hoWever; do seem more likely than math subgroups to

involve PWErs: 21% of the subgroup ectivities in social steles, 'Vs. 6% of those in math; are

chartrterized by PWO arrangements.

The expected duratiOn Of PWO arrangements, whether entire-class or subgroup ectiVitieS,

also varies between subjectt. 91% of the math PWO ectivities appear likely to be of short

duration ( Le. less than one claSt rifiriOd)-. In contrast; 52% of scicial StUdies PWG activities

Involve projects which may extend over several days. If such activities were actually used in a

5
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sccial studies claSSrOom, the percentage of observed PWO's, in comparison to other -grouping

arrangements, could be considerably larger than that found in our teecher guide data

thStructional Formats. Table 1 presentt information about the instructional fortnatt of

ectiVities, for each subject area and uch teacher's guide. Instructional formats of recitation

and/Or SiAt Wert are found in about halfof the activities in esch subject. For both meth and

sccial studies, seetwork (SW) comprises roughly 30% of ell Observed instructional formats,

recitation about 12%, and "recitatinn or SW" about 8%.

&Counting for another 20% of the ectivitiet In each subject area is the global fortritit of

"teecher pretentation," a format which usually includeS recitation characteristics. When other

variables ( such as level of expected student interaction) are examined in the subset of teacher

presentation activitieS, hOWever, the nature of this global format appears to differ between

subjects. acial studies teacher presentations seem more likely to include the possibility of

dittUssion ( in which stuttnt opinionS and iikes ere sought): 78% of the global teacher

presientetiens in sccial studies, vs. 24% of thote in Math; have such characteristict.

Typical Of global teacher presentations in math are the two examples cited earlier, in the

Procedure motion: 1) a general review activity or 2) a more highly-specified developmental

tctivity -..nich combines elements of a dertiOnstration end a recitation. In centrest; social studies

teacher presentations often combine recitation &rid discussion characteristics, With students

being asked to contribute their own ideas; in addition to some "right answers." One such

preSentation (on the concept of induStrialitition), for example, includes questions at two levels:

"fecticOnCepr questions which involve Student recall or comprehension of text materiel ("Do

you remember what ... oioneer end 'higher level" discussion questiont Which call for

original stUdent tliought or speculation ebout tekt concepts ( "What would be the ethiantagn of

specializing in making one product instead of trying to make everything you neeciadyourself?").

Similarly, format characterizedsolebt as discustion occur more often in Social -studies than



in math. The discuttion ferMat accounts for 11% of the secial studies activities and only 2% of

the math activities. Often, the topic of social studies discussions centers around the students'

awn experienceS ( e.g "Ask the pupils if they have ever been on 'camping or hiking trip ...

surviving on jutt Whet they could provith for themtelves. Have the pupils discuss the problems

of trying to be independetit.").

Student presentation is another format which appears nearly Unique to social studies,

comprising nearly 9% of the instructional formats in sccial studies and just 0.6% of those in

math. Several other formats - checking work, teacher demonstrations, end games - seem

specific tO Meth. Each of these formats, eccounting fer 4.5% to 7% of the math tztivities,

cccurs in less then 1% Of the social studies ectivitiet.

aggetglek. Re Stilts for stuthnt behavior are ditpleyed in Table 2. In keeping with the

subject matter variation hi instructional formats, dIscuSting it 6 Student behavior found largely

in social studies ( 12% of social Studies activities vs. 2% of math ectivities). Checking work ,

meanwhile, iS a behavior unique to math, occurring in 6.5% of math activities end 0.3% of

social studies actiVities.

Between-subject matter differences also appear in the kinds of student behaviors expeict6:1

during ittivities with the SaMe instructional formats. Math SeatWork-, for example, typically
calls for students toalive sets of teXt problems. Solving (or writing short answers) is the (Mist

frequent stuthiit behavior in math, character iting about 33% of all activitite. This behavior

occurs in just 2% of ell social studies izt1vitieS. Itittead, social studies seatwork adtivities

usually involve answering essay-type questions (Writing) or doing research using reference

materials - behavirrs which occur in less than 1% of the math activities. Writing accounts for

6.5% of ell Student behaviors in social studies, while research characterizes about 15%.

RecitatiOnt end teacher presentations, too ere often marked by SUbject-specific student

behaviors. Orie Of the most frequent stUttrit behaviors during these formats in =lel studieS



(found in 16% Of all ectivities) is reeding the text, interMineled With question/enswer or

dismission periods. ThiS perticular student behavior does not occur at all in math. Rather; math

recitations end tezcher presentations make use of several behavior patterns whith are unique to

math - 1) students solving problemS intermixed with question/answer peritOdS (5% Of ell meth

ectiVitiet); ite 2) some stueents solving problenit et the blackbasrd while other studentS %-iatch

(4% of all math tietiVities).

In addition; subject Matter variation appears in severe! Other Variables related to the

Student's role, including expected interaction and task options. Some St Went interaction is

recoMMerded explicitly in only about 1 1% ef the Meth ectivities and 8% of the social StUdieS

ectivitieS. The possibility of student interactien, hiiWeVer,, exists in approximately 80% Of the

vocial studiet betiVities vs; about 60% of the meth ectivit lei Similarly, students seem to be

offered more optiOnS airing 'social studies work than during Meth Wert; Some opportunity for

student designation of task optiOnS - e.g. thbice of materialsor topics = Occurs in about 27Z of

the social Sttidies activities arwl just 92 Of the Meth activities.

Connitive LikieL Table 3 provides information regarding the expected cognitive levela Of the

math and social St tidies activities. The distribution Of eictiV i ties across cognitive levels appeart

quite different for the tWo subjects-. Nearly 80% of the math ettiVities fall into the category of

ciOncepts-skills." About seven percent of the math activities art clattified at the level of either

"frets-An-6%41CW or "research skills" (3 te 4% In each category) and 13% are categorized as

'applicetion=higher mental processes (APP-IIMP);" Sabial studW activities are more eVenly

distributed across thise fair Categories, with 21.3% to 27;6% falling into ezch classification.

FeW activities in either subjett are classified as "non-cognitive" (0.6Z in math and 1.7% in

tetiel studies).

SUbject matter differences are found; too, in a mare detailed analytit of the cognitive levels

within, tome of the broad categories presented in Table 3. The "concepts-skills" (C-S) category,
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for example, can be broken dcivin into three subcategor let in order to distinguish between those

activities which emphasize concepts, thosa which emphasize skills, end thosewhich Combine

conceptS end skins. At this finer level, it becemes apparent that met of the math C=S ectivities

Nye some Skint orientation (41.5% of the C-S activitiet cen be classified as "skills," end

another 38,5% eaMbitie concepts and skills). In contraSt, the Majority of C-S activities in

social studies (85.4%) emphasize the learning or comprehentiOn of concepts.

Activities at the level of research skills can be subdivided els° - into those which call for

working with reference materials (encylepedias, newspapers, ete.) end those which involve

using SyMbolic data (maps, graphs, tablet, etc.). Here again, we find variation betWeen

subjects. As might be expected, the majority of Math "reSearch skills" activities (77%)

involve the use of Symbolic data, while the most of those in social studies (70%) emphasize

reference skills.

A drosstabulation of formats with coOnitive levels reveals further distinctions between math

and social StUdies activities. Half of the meth activities at Ur el of APP=HMP ere found in a

single format, Seatwork ; another 17% of Stich ectiviities occur in "recitation or SW" and 14%

during checking work. Typically, these activities Involve working with sets of word problems

pretented in the student teXt.

Iti sodial studies, most of the APP=MHP activitiesoccur in one of the following formats =

teacher pretentations (34%), discussions (24%), Or seatwork (27%). The first two of these

formats often involve student discussion of questiont which are scripted for tetchert in the

teacher's goides - e.g. (after a passage, in text 1, on immigration from European countriet to

Ainerican cities) "Imagine a schoolroom with children speaking different languages. Whet would

be some of the main jobs of the schocl and the tether?"; and (after a text 2 passer/a, on the early

building of rallroes In America) "What would haVe been the benefits of linking the Atlantic

CO8St with the Mississippi Valley? What people would heve benefited the mott? Can you think



of enY people besides thoSe mentir .ied who might have been unhappy about the coMing of

railrotds?"

Sccial studies seetwork ectivities et the APP=HMP level, meanwhile, typically involve

writing extended answers to text questions. TWo exemples (from differerbt texts) follow:

1) "The year is 1900. You live with your family On a fern Your father is thinking of

selling the farm and moving to the city. He asks you to help hilt make the decision ... List the

reasons you would like to moVe to the city. Then list the reasons you would like to stay on the

farm. Compare your lists. Will yoU decide to move or to stay?"

2) ".;; Imagine you are a farmer on the frontier in the early 1800s. Write a diary for one

day ... Imagine that you ere a factory worker in NOW England in the early 1800s. Write a

similar diery. Compare end contrast the two diaries. How Ore they alike? How are they

'different? Which life would you have preferred? Why?"

It should be noted that an activity was caled at the level of APP=HMP only if the overall aim

of the ectivity seemed to be at thet leVel - e.g. if the maioritv- oi text problems or scripted

questions for the activity could be coied at APP=-HMP; Consequently, some APP-HMP problems

occur during math seatwork ectivities =led as "conceptt=skills" and, some "concepts-skills"

questions are found in social Studies teacher presentations co-cM 88 AP P HMP.

Materiels. Findings fcr recommended materials appear in Table 4. In both subjects, the

student text is the resource most likely to be SugOeSted for use (59% of math activities end 46%

of social studies ectivities). The format of the text, however, differs substantially between

SUbjects. Typically, a meth text presents a short demonstration or example for each page or

pair of pages. This text demonstration usually occupiet less than a full peogl3 of text end, on the

averege, contains about 43 words (excluding numerical examples); Following the teXt

demonstration are one or Mdre sets of text exercises, each averaging 18 problems in lenOth.

Social Studies texts ere largely expository: a lesson often covers several text paget, with en
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averme of 241 words.appearing on a Pege. Fairly short mts of text exercites; avereoino about 3

Ousstions or activities per set, are interspersedamong the expository text passages. Although

the pit-cement Of text exercises varies among the social ttudies series, typical lccations include:

the ends of motions Within chapters, the ends of chapters, the ends of sections within units, and

the ends of units.

The usage of the text, in turn; varies between subjects. The primary use of the text in math

activities is as a source of exercises or prOblems: problem sets are used in 50% of all math

ectivities in our sample, while text demonstrations are used In about 15%. The social studies

texts are utad more often for their expository meterial (26% of all sccial studiet irtiVities)

then for their problem sett (15% of all ectivities).

Subject matter differences appear; as well, in the degree tO which several other types of

materitirs ere suggested for use. Materiels largely specific to math include: the blackboard

(16% Of meth ettivities vs. 4% of social studiet ectiVities ), manipulatives ( 10% vt. 0%)i

worksheets (5% Vt; lets than 1% ), and pries (3% Vt. less than 1%). &dal studies, mote to

than math, involves the use of reference materials (20% of Social studies retivities vs. 1 % of

meth iktivities), Dm-text maps (4% vs. less than 1%), or no materials (16% vs. 8%).

A SUPstential percentage of actiVities in both subjects ( 12% in math and 6% in =lel
studies) were toded as involving the use of "ether materials.' Among math actiVities, this

category watt Uted primarily to indicate the pretente of scripted problems or tables which could

be incorporated int0 a worksheet or written on the bleckeard ( i.e. the teecher'S guide sugwsted

the problems, but did not specify the particular materials to be usx1). Such situatiorit account

for abbot 66% of the "other materiels in math. Stud3nt-mads math materials such as problem

cant end tables comprise about 10% of the "other materials," while "real-life" objects (cereal

boxes, Menus, catalogs, etc.) account for Mother 8%.

In social ttudies, about half of the "other materials" in social studies are student reports
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(used during oral presentations) and another 17% ere non-text pictures or photos. The reSt of

the ''Other materials- in social studies include a variety of objects: historical dccuments (e.g. the

DecleretIon Of Independence and the B ill of Rights), park brochures, hand=erafted prodicts, a

spinning wheel Or 1cOm , soil atfd water (for erosion demonstrations), arid terrarium meter ;als.

yariation-Within-Subiect Areas. Far each major variable discussed thuS far, Seme variation

arriOng the series within eEch subject area can be noted. Several instructional formett, for

exen1016, seem highly series-dependent (seie Table 1): in math, such formats include games,

audiovisual (AV) WOrk, and checking work. The first two formats are found almost exclusively

in one math series (text 4). Games Occur in 19% of the activities in text 4 and AV work occurs

in 15%. The AV format is not found at 611 in the other four math series, while genie formats

occur On a limited basis (comprising less then 5% of the activities) in two of the other series.

The checking Work format, tco, varies among math Series, omurring in about 6% to 18% of the

mtivities in three of the series and not at all in the-other two

Similar situations can be noted in social studies for groupwork and discussion formats. No

groupwork is found in the suggested ectivi ties of two social studies series- , While the percentege

of groupwork In the other three series ranees from 3% to 18%. Although the discutsion format

cccurs in all Of the sccial studies series, it also varieS Considerably among texts. Percentegas of

discussion activities within series are as low as 3% and as high as 26%:

Student behaviors also fluctuateamong series within subject areas (see Table 2). Some of

thit variation corresponds to the findings for instructional formats. Playing games and checking

wet*, for example, vary among the math Series; while discussing varies among Social studies

seriee. Research is another student behavior which differs ernong social studies series, ranging

from 5% to 24% of the activities in a series.

Additional within-subject area variation is found in the cognitive level of ectivities end in

the materiels recommended for student use ( see Tables 3 and 4). Social studies work at the
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APP-HMP level, for example, eccounts for anywhere between 5% and 35% of any one series'

actiVitiet; At far materials, manipulatives 81-8 tOgested in 4% to 22% of the activities in any

one math series. Similarly, "other" materialsoccur in 2% to 21% of a math series activities;

Prioritv-ofActivities. A substantial portion of the actiVitiet in both subject areas are

00tional activities - about 33% in math 7nd 43% in social studies. These optional activities

induct many of the instructional characteritties which appear subject-specific and/or series-

dependent. &cid] Studies optional activities, for eX0Mple, include 36% of 0N the discUSsion

formats found in social St tidies, the majority of groupWork and student presentation for matt , and

Most of the research and "other" -student behaviors. In math, all of the formats and student

behaviors coded as either games or AV are optional activities. As for ccgnitive levels, 54% of all

the APP-HMP tictivities in math are optional and 30% of those in social studiet are optional.

Finally, with regard to materials, optional sctivitiet account for 39% of the math activities

which recanmend manipulatives, 88% of the social studiet activities which involve references,

and the majority of activitiet in both subjects which call for "other" materials.

Our analyses reveal some similarities with the results of descriptive classroom studies.

Traditional inatructional patterns are readily apparent in the ettivities suggested in the math

and SOCial studiet teacher's guides. The predoMinant grouping arrangement Is whole-class,

charwteristic forMats include recitation and Seatw-ork, common student behaviors include

answering "concepts=skills" questions, the most frequently-recommended student material is

the textbook, and student interaction is rarely encouraged;

Although many of the activities in each subject area can be characterized as "traditional,"

some more innovative instructional patterns do appear. Math series, for example, sometimeS

13



suggest wtivities which deviate from traditional "paper and pencil" seatwork activities

involving games, manipulatives, and "real-life" objects such as core& boxes and menus. Among

social stUdiet activities; one finds recommendations for ditcustioits (often dimed et "higher"

capitive leVelt), ttutnt research, and student presentations. One social Studiet Series, in

particular, conteint Ire:Went suggestions for peer groupwork.

Overall, the social studiet teacher's guides appear to promote a more active role for students

than do the math texts. Open-ended discussion; student research, and peer groupwork ectivities

are compatible with an assumption that stutnts are legitimate possessors and responsible

pursuers Of knowledge. Also compatible wi tn this assumption are the greeter possibility of

student interaction and tatk optiont which occur in social studies.

To some extent, the subject matter variation which appears in suggested activities of the

teacher's guides wems a reflection of the learning objectives emphasized in each subject. An

explicit goal of fifth-grade sccial studies instruction, for exaMple, is the development of

research tkills. lfi dddition to acquiring a factual and conceptual bate of social science knowledge

from the text, ttuttntt ere encouraged to gain proficiency in seeking knoWledge from other

resources. A major objective in fifth-grade math Instruction is the development of Student

boMpetence with operations invOlvingwhele numbers, fractions, and decimals. This goel it

evident in the sets of exercises which occupy most of the student text and in the frequency of

math seatwork activities.

It is important tO keep in mind, however,, the extent to which instructionel recemmendations

vary among the series Withiti.eaeh tubject area. "Less routine" prEct:ces are SUggetted in

differing degrees. Also of note it the sizeable percentage of potentially more engaging preetices

Which appear in optional activitiet. Clearly, the subject matter,, the part iculer seriet, end the

teacher't use of a particular series (e.g. Whith attiVitieS the teacher actually tries out in the

classrbeM) ell can play a large part in influencing the character of classroom instruction,

1 4
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InStructional Practice in Fifth-Grade Math and Social Studies: An Anlysis of Te6cher'sGuideS
Sheila S. Graybeal & Susan StodoIsky; University of-Chita-0Tables to accompany AERA paper, San Francisco, April 1986

Table 1

Suggosted Instructional Formats in Teacher's Guides

Instructional

% of Math Activities % of Social Studies ActiVi ties

Tekt Text

Format OVerell 1 2 3 4 5 Overall_ 1 2 3 4 5

Recitation 12.6 28.2 8.4 19.0 2.1 10.4 11:5 25.5 2.0 8.4 12.1 5.5
Discussion 1.8 1.4 1.5 0.9 2.1 2.8 11.3 5.1 3.9 8.4 3.4 25.7
Lecture 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 2.5 1.0 2.0 3.6 5.2 1:8
Derrionstration 4.5 0.0 6.9 3.8 0.0 9.4 0.8 0.0 0:0 3.6 0.0 0.0
Teacher Presentation 20.2 15.5 23.7 20.9 17.2 20.7 20.3 11.2 35.3 25:3 10.3 23.9
Seatwork (SW) 31.8 29.6 32.1 34.3 29.0 33.0 27:8 34.7 25.5 18.1 37.9 24.8
Recitation or SW 7.5 1.4 11:4 0.9 10.7 10.4 8.5 10 2 0.0 13.3 13.8 4.6
Check Work 7.1 12.7 6.1 18.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0
Groupwork 1.4 2.8 1.5 0;0 0.0 2.8 3.8 0.0 17.6 3.6 0.0 2.7
SW or Groupwoi k 0.8 4.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.9
Audiovisual 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 0;0 0.0 0.0
Game 4.9 0.0 4:6 0.0 19.3 0.9 0:5 0.0 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0
Student Presentation 0.6 0.0 .0.8 0.0 1.1 0.9 8.8 11.2 3.8 4.8 12.1 7.3
Test 1.8 26 1.5 0.9 1.1 2:8 0:5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0
Trip 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:8 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.8
Preparation 1.2 1.4 0.0 0.9 1.1 2.8 1.5 0.0 2.0 3.6 1.7 0.9
Other a.4 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

506 131 105 93 1061 399 98 51 83 58 ' 09



Table 2

Suggested Stddent Behaviors in Teather's Guides

Student
Behavior

% of Math Activities

Overall

Text

3

Question-Answer (Q-A)

(SS) Discuss

Listen

Q= A- Discuss- Listen

(SS) Read .= Orally or Silently

(SS) Read & CFA- DiScuss

(M) Solve

(M) Solve & Q-A-Discuss

(SS) Write

Answer = Mode Unknown

(SS) Research

(M) Blackboard -= Watch

(M) Check Work

(M) Play Garnes

Audiovisual Work

Map/Graphwork

(SS) Craftwork

(M) reit

Other

8.7

1.8

6.3

16.0

0.2

0.0

33.4

5.1

0.0

TI

7.9

0.8

3.8

6.5

1.4

0.6

2.6

0.2

1.8

3.0

506

23.9 9.2 4.8 3.2

L4 1.5 0.9 2.1

1.4 6.9 4.8 0.0

1 L3 23.7 18.1 4.3

0.0 OM 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

31.0 30.5 33.3 44.1

7.0 0.8 2-.9 151

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.4 13.0 0.9 10:8

0.0 1.5 0.0 21

4.2 0:0 12.4 2 1

9.9 5.3 18.1 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 6A

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2

2:8 t .5 0.9 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 11

2.8 1.5 0.9 11

2.8 38 _1943.
71 131 105 93

% of Social Studies Activities

Text

5 Overall 1 2 3 4

6.6 3.8 6;1 0.0 6.0 3:4 1

2.8 11.8 5:1 7:8 8.4 3.4 25;7

16.0 13.0 12.2 11.8 14.5 1 9.0 1 0:1

17.9 9.8 9.2 9.8 14.5 3.S. 11.0

0.0 6.5 5.1 5.9 8.4 17.2 0.9

0.0 16.0 14.3 25.5 14.5 8.6 18.3

29:2 2.0 4.1 2.0 0.0 1.7 1;8

2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 6.5 7.1 11.8 6.0 3:4 5.5

10.4 3.0 61 0.0 3.6 0:0 2.7

0.0 15.3 19A 15;7 4.8 241 14.7

0.9 0.0 0.0 OM 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0

0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7.5 6.3 8.2 5.9 9.6 6;9 1.8

0.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 1:2 3.4 3.7

2.8 0.5 0.0 0.0 0:0 3.4 0.0

1.9 1.0 2 0 7.2 1.7 1.8

106 399 98 51 83 58 109
(M) = Suggested

predominantly or exclusively for math activities
(55) = SOgested

predominantly or eXclusively for social studieS Attiv ities
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Table 3

Expected Cognitive Level

Cog ni ti ve Level

% of Math Activities

Overall

TeXt _

% of Social Studies Activities

TeXt

3 4 5 Overall 1 2 3

Non-cognitiVe 0.6 1.4 0:0 0.0 1.1 0.9 1;7 1.0 3.9 0.0 1.7 2.7
Facts- Knowledge 3.2 4.2 2;3 . 29 1.1 5.7 25.8 22A 17.6 14.5 37.9 34.9
Concepts-510113 79.1 81.7 78.6 82:9 882 66.0 27.6 35;7 19.6 33.7 24.1 21.1
Reseorch Skills 4.3 1.4 5.3 1.9 2.1 9.4 23.6 30.6 23:5 16.9 31.0 18.3
Application-Higher 12.8 11.3 13.7 12.4 7.5 179 213 10.2 35.3 349 5.2 22.9Mental P rocesses

--
n 506 131 105 93 106 399 98 51 83 58 109
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Tóble 4

Materials

Materials

% of Math Activities

Overall

Text

% of Social Studies Activities

Text

3 4 5 Overall 1 2 3 4 5

No Materiah 8.5 11.3 7.6 3.8 6.4 14.2 16.5 8.2 7.8 25.3 10.3 24.8
St udént Text 58.9 66.2 47.3 83.8 44.1 56.6 46:4 45.9 56.9 37.3 46.5 48.6
Wor ksheet 4.9 1.4 3.8 0:0 19.4 0.9 0.3 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reference Materiela 1.4 1.4 2.3 0.0 3.2 0.0 19.6 23.5 25:5 7:2 29.3 17.4
Blackboard 15:8 18.3 14.5 24.8 7.5 14.2 3.8 8.2 2.0 3.6 3.4 0.9
Maps (not in text) 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 4.5 2.0 5.9 7.2 5.2 37
Mani PillatiVes 10.3 22:5 7.6 7.6 15.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 110

Craft Stippliea 2.4 5.6 3.8 4.8 2.1 0.9 4.8 1.0 5.9 7.2 6.9 4.6
Carnes 3.0 0.0 3:8 0.0 9.7 0.9 0.3 0:0 0.0 : .2 0.0 (10
Audi 00301 Equi pment 3;8 0.0 0.0 0.9 17.2 1.9 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.2 1.7 0.9
Other Materiala 117 5.6 20.6 1.9 6.4 18.9 16.5 15.3 13.7 20.5 20.7 1_3,8

506 71 131 105 93 106 399 98 51 83 58 109

figt Entrie3 in each column do nOt sum to 100%. Multiple materiala could be in use during oneactiVity - e.g a math recitation might involve the use of the student text ,bleckboard, and manipulatives.Thus, each type of material liated in the table represents a separate variable.
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Most Czmmonlv-Vsal_Math-SerieS( GredeS 4=6 )1

Textbook/Proorem

/bit &YAW tidtheffialia 1974

/laiorn Scticvl PleffeMelics.

Strictures-oil /se 1972

MathartsticsAroufidlis.

Skills andApplicstions , 1971

Mva5ligilting (Vela' Notiemetics, 1973

aymnizry..tAzdM8the7Je1si1971

P-ublisher

Halt, Rinehart &Winston

Houghton Mifflin Co.

Scott, Foresman & Co.

Addison-Wesley Publithing Co-.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.

=Commonly-Wad-awl& Studits-SerieS-( Ortdtt 4-6 )2

Textbook/Proorern Publisher

Exploring-Series , 1971 Follett Publishing Co.

5-rerill Sciences. ancepts end rellie , 1975 Harcourt Brace Jovanov1ch Inc.

Lotillew Social aleirePiTgrell7, 1974 laidlaw Brothers

OYthsmparery Serie Sevres

Curriculum , 1972 Silver Burdett Co.

Men earl h'is Worlci&eri s, 1974 Noble & Noble hblishers, Inc.

2 From Weiss ( 1978 )
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